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Lawrence may run deficit
for year of up to $500,000
by Eric Kuchter
Lawrence University will run a
deficit for the fiscal year 1974-75.
E stim a te s from the Ad
ministration set this deficit as
possibly as high as half a million
dollars.
Lawrence has had deficits in
previous years, although this will
be the first one in four years.
Fiscal ’75-’76 is the first year that
we’ve planned to have a deficit.
T hat deficit is p ro jected at
$120,000.
One question this year is: how
big will the deficit be9 Several
weeks ago, President Smith, in a
p riv a te m eeting of college
presidents, mentioned a half million dollars as a possible
figure, and, subsequently, that
figure appeared in an out-of-town
newspaper. Smith regrets the
publicity — in part because of the
in c o rre ct im pression th at it
might give the public, and in part
because of the undue alarm it
might cause on campus.
Administration sources were
quick to reassure the fearful and
the critical. One termed the halfmillion-dollar figure as a “worst
possible” figure, saying a more
realistic figure might be $250,000.
All urged those concerned about

the deficit to put it into per
spective by setting it alongside
the entire $8.2 million budget and
the still generous endowment.
The size of the endow m ent
(which remains large, despite the
“collapse” of the stock m arket)
is often cited as allow ing
Lawrence a margin for financial
error. Only when viewed in
comparison with the size of the
endowment and the size of the
total budget, does the size of
this y ear’s deficit comes into
focus.
Another question is: where did
this y e ar’s deficit come from?
Did we overspend? The data on
this are hard to assess because
many departments do not spend
at a continuous rate. The final
answer will not come until the
end of the fiscal year in August.
The current best estimate is that,
if we are overspending this year,
w e’re not overspending more
than usual
The m ain bud get-balancin g

problem area seems to have been
incom e, r a th e r than e x 
penditures . Part of this problem
comes from a lower enrollment
than was anticipated. The loss in
tuition income is estimated at
$180,000.
The other part of this problem
comes from a disappointingly low
amount of income in the form of
unrestricted gifts, which do not
specify how the money is to be
spent. These gifts are the prin
ciple gift incom e spent on
operating expenses. This y e ar’s
budget, which was drawn up two
years ago, projected $580,000 in
unrestricted-gift income. So far
this year, about $140,000 has
come in. Cal Stoney, Director of
D evelopm ent, e s tim a te s that
another $60,000 or so will be
raised in the remaining months of
this year. He explains the
shortcoming, saying too high a
figure was set in the first place.
Next y ear’s budget calls for
(Con’t on P. 3, Col. 1)

Tuesday’s
recital will
feature six
compositions

Lawrence creative energies in
music composition each year
result in a Student Composition
Recital. On Tuesday, at 3 p.m. in
Harper Hall, this y e ar’s com 
position recital will feature six
works, three of which are jazz CELEBRATE! is a word these children didn’t need to learn in
pieces.
school. See page six for more. (Photo by Nancy Gazzola. )
The first composition, by Jim
Chweszcewski, ’78, is a jazz-blues
piece entitled “Brass Number
One with Second Thoughts” .
Following this will be another
F re sh m a n , M ark S ec o sh ’s,
“ Decals” , a sophisticated jazz
num ber based on nu m erical
sequences.
proper re p re s e n ta tiv e of the
Playing his own composition,
by Jim Denting
Hunger on the Menominee Menominee Indians.
Tom Hodges, ’75, is presenting
The confrontation revealed, to
“ S u ite ” , which although Indian reservation is not so much
resem b lin g jazz is “ m ore a food issue as a political issue, as many students for the first time,
serious,” according to Jam es people found out Wednesday at the animosity which a visiting
Ming, professor of music and Co-op’s T hought for Food reporter from the Milwaukee
teacher of the Conservatory’s program. Mrs. Rose Hoffman, a Journal stated has been p a r
composition courses. Junior Jeff social worker in charge of ser ticularly bitter in the last six
Middleton, is also performing his vices on the Menominee reser months.
One area of agreement was the
own composition “Jazz Sonata” , vation’s Restoration Committee,
described as a “ very ambitious was faced by tribal represen hunger crisis on the reservation.
tatives with opposing views.
Funds from the last three
work for virtuso.”
Theresa Jacobs cam e with Thought for Food program s will
Andy C hristiansen, in his
fourth of five years at Lawrence, s ev eral other Indian s to be going to the Menominee
Fund
which
follows a composition in last represent what she described as C h ristm a s
y e ar’s Composition Recital with “ the people whose children are distributes food baskets and toys
“P salm ” . Putting a German starving and ca n ’t get help.” In a at Christmas.
Hoffman maintained that the
poem to psalm-like music, he will long discussion, which at times
use two people at the piano, one revealed more hostility than Indians decided by a democratic
at the keys and another strum  inform ation, Jaco b s accused vote that they did not want to
ming the strings behind the Hoffman and the people she have independence and lose the
works with of not helping the benefits of the governm ent’s
keyboard.
Finishing up the recital. Carl common people of the reser services. Jacobs alleged that the
Rath, ’75, will join four other vation. She was also accused of vote was not fair and that the
performers in his “Suite for walking out on open meetings present government and system
F rie n d s ” . This series of when discussion was opened, of creating a new constitution are
miniatures uses color, mood and driving people out of business, not re p re s e n ta tiv e of m ost
and lying about facts concerning people’s wishes, but are the tools
rhythm for effectiveness.
T hese com positions w ere the return of Menominee County of bureaucrats to keep reser
selected from am ong those into a self-sustaining govern vation dw ellers re p re sse d
Jacobs and like minded people
completed in time to rehearse ment.
Hoffman provided responses have done such publicity-gaining
before the recital. Ming
describes this y e ar’s selections for each of the c h arg es, activities as a walk from
as among “ the more interesting, p resentin g the view of the Menominee to Madison and the
m ature pieces” written in the Restoration Committee, the body recent takeover of the novitiate
which federal law sees as the only near Gresham, Wisconsin
recent past.

Controversy rages at
Thought for Food talk
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“ HOW I)II) 1 GET into this m ess?” says Robert Solow, M.I.T.
professor of economic theory, seconds before giving the
Honors Convocation lecture yesterday. (Photo by Craig
Gagnon.)

Co-op reorganization
proposaI considered

by Jo Ellen Ottenberg
A proposal
for
the
reo rg an izatio n of L a w re n c e ’s
com m unity services and a c 
tivities has been written by Co-op
members Bill Eggbeer, ’76, Rob
Gillio, ’76, and Cindy Figge, ’77.
This proposal has been submitted
to the University. It provides a
fram ew ork for an official
University agency which would
coordinate and sponsor activities
and services.
The new organization, the L.U.
Community Service Co-op, would
be administered by a director, a
staff employee of the University,
an associate director and an
em ployee of the Co-op
r e m u n e ra te d through an
honorarium. They would serve to
fulfill the tasks of policy ad
ministration, m anagm ent and
system coordination, and would
be designated responsibility for
“ the realization of the Co-op
goals” and “the formulation and
execution of Co-op policy.”
U nder their guidance, the
responsibility for a wide spec
trum of activities and services
would be distributed among an
o rgan izatio nal h ie ra rc h y co n
sisting of an a d m in is tra tiv e
secretary, a business manager, a
public relatio n s m a n a g e r, a
transportation manager, a sales
co -ordinator,
an
outing
recrea tio n co-ordinator, a
volunteer co-ordinator and a
campus events co-ordinator. The
cam p u s events co-ordinator
would then head a campus events
staff consisting of four co 
o rd in a to rs; a s p e a k e r co 
ordinator, a popular e n 
tertainment co-ordinator, a fine
arts co-ordinator and a campus
talent co-ordinator.
Through this “centralization of
access, co-ordination and ad 
ministration of activities and
services, along with a defined

and relatively specific decen
tralization of task execution,” the
three students believe the system
will provide “ specialized in
formation and assistance in an
expedient fashion” which will be
“visible and accessable to all
members of the community.”
They feel that this series of co
ordinators responsible in defined
a re a s who m ake them selves
knowledgable of w hat’s going on
on ca m p u s will c re a te a
“ balanced, diverse and well-co
ordinated program .”
The funding for the program is,
as Dean Lauter says, “ a different
way of spending the sam e
dollars.” The new organization
will be financed by a
re a rra n g e m e n t of ex isting
money, but will still provide the
sam e services. However, the new
organization, if accepted, will be
about $600 short of the needed
funding. The Co-op will therefore
need to make a proposal to LUCC
for a subsidy.
Eggbeer and Gillio feel that the
proposed organization is well
worth the extra money it will
need They have w itnessed
frustration on the part of other
individuals who, in trying to
organize projects or activities,
“get a runaround” because of the
lack of set procedures in terms of
people to contact, things to be
done and a process in order to get
something done. They see the
proposal as a solution to their
own sense of frustration. They
feel that they can no longer afford
to spend 20 to 30 hours a week
d irecting the p resen t o r 
ganization. At the sam e time,
though, they want to see Co-op’s
services continued at a high level
next year. “ We’ve seen,” Gillio
says, “so much potential in L.U.
and its students for things that
can be happening that we don’t
want to let it die.”

ONE OF' THE BEST ASPECTS of Health Center services is
the friendly nursing staff Other aspects are less appealing A
special issue on the Health Center starts on page 4 (Photo by
Jim Rand. )
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Co-op reorganization:
a much needed solution
The Co-op proposal to restructure, or rather to structure
procedures for organizing university activities solves a
num ber of problems.
First of all, the proposal can stream line and expedite the
planning of many cam pus activities. The present system
needed m assive reorganization, what with the overlapping
areas of control, lack of centralized information (either about
scheduled activities or procedures), and widely dispersed
sources of money and manpower. Now the responsibility of
keeping the various elements of the community informed
about activities will presumably be taken care of by the Co-op,
and they will be the only organization that m em bers of the
community will need to see to plan an activity.
Another problem solved by this new organization of ac
tivity planning is incidental. Over the past year, complaints of
Co-op’s expansion into all facets of Lawrence has worried a
number of students. The feeling was that Co-op was no longer a
small organization of a few students organizing a few a c 
tivities. It was becoming involved in all cam pus activities and
shouldn’t maintain its wholly independent existence from the
university. The reorganization plan will incorporate it into the
university. Students will be able to feel that they are dealing
with a cam pus organization rather than with a private,
auxiliary, business, This will also provide the Co-op with much
better lines of communication to the various offices of the
university it needs to deal with. Hopefully the num ber of ac
tivities inspired by Co-op will increase as a result of the
reorganization, and it will be seen as a legitimate campus
organization.

SPRING TERM 1974-75 EXAM SCHEDULE
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1:30 P.M. — 8:30 IT S
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8:30 A.M. — 1:30 MWF
1:30 P.M — 11:10 TTS
Wednesday, June 11
8:30 A.M. — 9:50 MWF
1:30 P.M. — 9:50 TTS
Thursday, June 12
8:30 A.M. — 8:30 MWF
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Th in k again
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to Mr.
Lapp’s letter about Thought for
Food's waste program.
In trying to be representative
in weighing of waste, Thought for
Food chose a fairly popular
meal: braised short ribs, roast
pork, m a sh e d potatoes and
gravy, vegetables, salads and ice
cream sundaes. We weighed only
the edible waste; we threw out
anything that we ourselves would
not have eaten, am id some
disagreements with the good
service.
Although Mr. Lapp correctly
cites that 1050 people have board
contracts, the number of diners
at Downer averages fewer. When
we found over 16*4 pounds of
waste on 75 trays (a figure some
stu d en t Downer w orkers
described as lower than usual),
we projected a total wastage of
147 lbs. for the 679 people Downer
served for that meal. No doubt
the other people of the 1050
referred to by Mr. Lapp, in
cluding the 170 people at Colman
and the others elsewhere, also
wasted food. True, our figures
may not be too precise, but they
make a point.
When we measured, we found
many clean plates but also many
plates with as much as half of the
meal left. If people are merely
informed, a change in values is
bound to take place.
Perhaps Mr. Lapp is feeling
anger at being “P arented” about
wasting food, a common early
lesson of childhood Despite the
fact that conserving food is
something our parents probably
told us about, food conservation
is wise and can (coupled with
proper outside action) aid in
d istrib u tin g reso u rces m ore
fairly. Do we need to be reminded
that our country, with six percent
of the world’s population, con
sumes about 40 percent of the
world’s unreplenishable natural
resources?
Thought for hood has asked
people to skip meals largely as a
sym bolic g esture. F eedback
from developing countries
rev e als a m a z e m e n t at our
willingness to empathize with
their dilema. Unlike our other
programs, conserving food does
not involve fasting or pledging,
just the jusicious filling of our
trays.
In clarifying the materialistic
aims of the food service, Mr.
Lapp has revealed his belief in
the m a te ria lis tic aim s. He
demanded good food for his (or
his parent’s) cold hard American
money, an ostinate American
attitude which assumes that our
country will continue to have a
safe supply of food in the food
crisis.
M oney-m inded Mr. Lapp
should realize that we are in
vestors in the food service; if we
eliminate the waste from dinner
alone we will benefit from an
e s tim a te d $20,000 in annual
savings.
Mr. Lapp feels hostility to the
“ self-righteous, uninform ed
‘saviors of the malnourished,” ’
and he makes a good point.
America is a nation of guilt
ridden do gooders. We at
Lawrence should be able to rise
above this common child like
tran sac tio n and use rational
adult concern. Our not helping
out because we realize some
people do it out of guilt is as
wrong as their being swept up by
their guilt feelings.
The aim of this part of our
program is to bring knowledge
and awareness to the problem of
food waste. If people are in
formed, a change of values is
bound to take place
—JIM DEMINC.
Thought for Food Program

Thanks!

To the Editor:
Sunday morning it was hear
Partial solution
tening to see new Lawrentian
faces offering their strong backs
To the Editor:
and
free hands to erect what at
I should hate to think that 12 00 became CELEBRATE! The
Lawrence students are nagged festival was a composite of the
into cleaning their plates to feed efforts of many unrecognized and
the world’s hungry. Stopping food u nappreciated individuals
waste is not a solution to hunger. Unfortunately we can’t per
Yet no one needs to be sonally thank all these in
reminded that natural resources dividuals,
do though, thank all
(and budgets) a re lim ited. of you whowewere
responsible for
Eliminating waste is a relatively helping make CELEBRATE!
the
painless way of making the best success it was.
use of resources.
Thank you all,
World hunger is a complex
Susie Medak
problem Solutions dictate
changes in attitude and habit. A
stop-waste campaign reminds us
that what we eat and don’t eat
does have an impact on the world
situation. Our habits support the
present distribution of resources.
We can’t send that left-over to
India but at the very least we can
tell the server how much is too
much.
—KATHY WALKER
Tribute to com m unity

To the Editor;
I am glad the Lawrentian
devotes space each issue to
students who desire to clear up
misunderstandings. Last week I
pointed out a few discrepancies I
felt existed in recent statements
about wasteage at Downer, made
by the Thought for Food
program. This week information
has come out clarifying Thought
for Food’s position on the issue of
wastage at Downer dinners. This
is a good example of how a
new spaper plays a role in
identifying and resolving issues
before they blow out of propor
tion. This is also a tribute to our
community and its members,
who can engage in discussions
without getting nasty, obscene, or
doctrinaire.
It would be a sad day if
Lawrence students abandoned
rational discourse in favor of
doctrinaire pseudo-answers to
complex problems. I don’t think
it would be a good idea to say
‘‘We have to do something, and
this solution is as good as any,”
for we may find that our solution
is worse than the problem itself.
A case in point might be the
solution that has been proposed to
the problem of limited world
resources. That solution has
consisted of conserving and
reducing our consumption of raw
materials.
My armchair-economics leads
me to suspect that a reduction in
the consumption of raw materials
(which are produced by countries
with starving people in them ) will
reduce the production of raw
materials, and that will reduce
the income available to the
poorer third-world nations. I’m
not sure if that is correct, but if it
is, then, another solution to the
problem of conserving world
resources m ust be found.
Perhaps Thought for Food may
wish to invite an economics
professor to speak on the
economics of world hunger. That
might clear up the question and
enhance further the informative
nature of their lectures.
—CHRISTOPHER LAPP
Right to choose
To the Editor:
This is in response to the
Lawrence Christian Fellowship’s
lette r referrin g to abortion.
Apparently they were troubled by
Downer Council’s w rite-in
campaign that took place in
Downer on May 5th. We respect
> ¡their feelings on the abortion
issue, yet feel they m is u n 
derstood our intentions.
Regardless of our own personal
convictions, we w ere e n 
couraging the Right to Choice.

Kill Eggbeer
Bob (iillio
Mark Lee
Natasha Pickrel

Give th em a room
To the Editor:
The housing policy at
I^awrence University is a fair,
eq uitable, an d ju s t system
However, in its implementation,
it is biased and unreasonable, due
to certain personnel who fail to
adhere to the ideals of this policy.
One of the latest debacles is a fine
example of an adm inistrator’s
misuse of the policy.
In considering a petition to
block a small house, the housing
committee was dissuaded from
accepting it under the persuasion
of an adm inistrator who m en
tioned that the petition did not
fulfill the requirements of the
housing procedure. Acting in
good faith, the committee opened
the petitioning process again for
that small house since the first
petition had not fulfilled the
n ecessary req u ire m en ts.
Numerous other petitions were
received; one of which was ac
cepted.
Soon after this decision, it was
discovered that the first group to
petition the small house was
waiting for a housing card to
arriv e from a b ro a d , thus
fulfilling
their
petition
re q u ire m e n ts. T his had a p 
parently been known to the ad 
ministrator before he had spoken
to the housing committee, but
had in fact not been included in
his report to the committee. As a
result of the a d m in is tr a to r ’s
incomplete, biased report, the
second group has now been
turned down and denied their
great expectations of a small
house.
Had the housing committee
been given a complete report,
this u n fo rtu n ate m ess would
never have occurred. The ad
ministrator in question has taken
full responsibility of the mistake,
yet this example, along with
others, of misguiding leadership
abuses numerous repercussions
in student life, i.e. bumming
students out.
Housing 1400 students is no
easy task, and an administrator
who does not abide by the housing
p ro ce d u res m a k e s this task
more difficult. Promise them
everything, but give them a
room!
—PE T E R WENGER, Housing
Com.
—LESLIE FLANNERY

We feel that whether to terminate
a pregnancy or not is a personal
m atter to be decided by the
w om an involved. C ertainly
abortion is not the answer for
every woman, but we feel very
strongly that this option must be
left open. We agree that there are
other alternatives, but we hope
that no one will impose their
opinions on others to the extent of
limiting everyone’s free choice.

Respectfully submitted,

—SALLY MARCH
—KATY MEYERS

Planning system inefficiency
causes organization hassles
by Jim Klick
The organization of services
and activities for the Lawrence
community is very informal. The
looseness of the existing system
allows for flexibility in com
munity activities and aims at
eliminating red tape. People who
attempt to sponsor a symposium,
an outing, or a speaker at
Lawrence, though, have found a
n u m b er of problem s with
organizing such com m unity
activities.
Some of these problems arise
from a lack of information about
procedures for staging an event
at Lawrence: Who to see about
funding9 Who to see about ad
vertizing? What would be a good
date to have the event?
Yet, even if you are an old hand
at this sort of thing, the system is
so ill-defined, so full of
overlapping areas of authority,
and so time-consuming that often
one is discouraged at the thought
of even trying to co-ordinate a
community activity.
When planning an event, the
first person to call in the system
is J e a n T issier, direc to r of
student activities. She should
give advice on how to realize your
ambitions; she should reserve
the room and some of the
equipment you may need.
Tissier will also give you a
reservation form for events at
Lawrence. But, since permission
for staging an event is needed
only if alcoholic beverages are to
be served, this form is often filled
out after the fact, if at all.
Next, you should have a look at
the Public Relations Office’s
Master Calendar in the basement
of Brokaw. The Master Calendar
keeps a record of all upcoming
events enabling people to select a
date for their event which will not
conflict with other activities on
campus.
Before deciding on a final date
for an event, it is wise to check
with Kevin Fenner, m anager of
co m m unity relatio ns, F ran k

Duchow, m a n a g e r of public
events, and Jo y ce Rice,
secretary of the conservatory.
Between these three people, you
should have a good idea of what
campus events are being planned
for the future.
Fenner, who is in charge of
“This Week,” and Duchow can
also give you some valuable
advice on publicity and ad
vertisement for your event.
Finally, you may decide that
you need some money for the
realization of this event. Here
again, contact Tissier or Lynne
LaJone, vice-president of LUCC,
who will refer you to the proper
committee(s) for funding There
are four major funding com
m ittees for ca m p u s ev ents:
Special E vents C om m ittee
(SEC), C om m ittee on Com 
mittees, Experimental Projects
Grants Committee (EPG), and
Committee on Public Occasions.
Even if you are fully informed
of the ch annels involved in
putting on a campus event, there
are a number of problems with
the existing system. One of the
major hassels involves money.
Once a request has been made
to a committee, chances are that
they will refer you to another
committee with the rem ark, “ We
will give you what they won’t.” R
has been the policy of these
committees to share the bu’den
of funding a project so that no one
committee strains its budget. The
logic of such a policy is evident
for events like “Celebrate” which
require a lot of money.
This funding “ c a ro u se l,”
however, has made a lot of people
dizzy according to persons who
have attempted to ride it. There
have been a number of com 
plaints that the funding process
drags on and on. For example, it
took six weeks and six committee
meetings to get the funds for the

Budget Deficit . .
(Con’tfrom P. 1, Col. 3)
$458.000 in unrestricted gifts.
The income from unrestricted
gifts may suddenly be doubled.
Two hundred thousand dollars,
on its way to Lawrence, is tied up
in the midst of probate court
proceedings. Thus, the size of the
University deficit may depend on
whether or not this gift clears the
court by August 31.
Another source of income for
operating expenses comes from
restricted income. While most of
the restricted gifts are devoted to
the Leadership Fund capital
campaign (Library construction,
M ain Hall renovation, en 
dowment), some of the gifts are
for things like C onservatory
projects, books for the Library,
etc. There are expenditures right
now in these areas, and these
restricted funds can be used to
pay the current expenses.
Moreover, money restricted to
Main Hall renovation, for
example, can be borrowed from
ourselves to pay current ex
penses. There is not enough
accumulated in this fund to start
the renovation, and borrowing
from ourselves is cheaper than
borrowing from a bank.
Administration officials stress
optim ism The developm ent
office points to better than ex
pected “cash-flow , that is more
money coming in than expected.
Most of it is restricted though.

d ance concert. Tim e, which
should be spent on preparing and
advertizing, is wasted repeating
a request for funds to two or three
committees.
Such delays can seriously
affect how an event is publicized
and how well the event is staged.
The delays m isa p p ro p ria te
stvdent energy and w aste
university money.
Another problem has been the
uncoordinated scheduling of
a ctivities. This past term
Women’s Week, The Romneys
and the Black Symposium—three
important campus events—were
held in a twelve day period. This
scheduling is completely im 
p ra c tic a l
in L a w re n c e ’s
p re ssu re d
ac ad em ic
en
vironment.
This overlapping of events
results from a lack of direction in
community activities. There is no
person or organization that
coordinates scheduling.
While the Master Calendar is
intended for this purpose, not
everyone consults it and there
are a lot of shortcomings with it.
For instance, the Lawrentian
may check the Master Calendar
and note that the week of May
25th would be ideal for a
Newspaper Symposium
After going through the funding
hassel and then co n tra ctin g
speakers for that week, the
Lawrentian returns to the Master
Calendar to report that it is going
to sponsor a symposium during
that week. Much to its surprise,
the Lawrentian discovers that
Kohler Hall is sponsoring a Men’s
Week that very sam e week and
Trever Hall is having an all
ca m p u s Gook b a rb e q u e on
Memorial Day.
T hese conflicting ac tiv ities
would affect the attendance at
each activity. The organizers and
p a rtic ip a n ts often becom e
discouraged from playing active
roles in future community ac
tivities. The non-existent
direction of the present system
controlling cam p u s activ ities
results in wasted money and
wasted energy.

.

But, officials contend, because of
the capital campaign (Lawrence
Leadership Fund), money is
being diverted by the donors
from unrestricted to restricted
gifts. Thus, when the campaign
ends more money will be coming
in in unrestricted form. The LLF
is expected to end in September
As for the rest of the year, they
point out that the big drive on
alumni donors is just beginning,
and that more alumni are giving
these days, although the gilts are
small. They blame much of the
problem in raising funds on the
On Monday evening the In
depressed stock market and the
generally gloomy economic talk tern atio n al Film Series will
present the French film “To Be A
Crook” . It is the story of four
The possibility has still not young men who turn to crime,
been ruled out that enough first out of boredom and then as
unrestricted gifts will come in to serious business.
b alan ce the budget in the
Director Claude LeLouche won
remaining months of fiscal ’74- an Academy Award nomination
'75. Failing that, money from
as best director for this film The
useable restricted gifts, future New York World Journal Tribune
projects, and finally, if said of “To Be A Crook” : “ It
necessary, from the endowment exceeds in both subject matter
can be used or borrowed to pay and concept I^el^ouche’s prizeoff this year’s debts.
winning film “ A Man And A
W oman” . At first lulling the
The A dm inistration ad m its audience with the innocence of a
and youthful story,
error in its estimates of income light
goes on to depict, with
for this year. But President aLeLouche
Smith is confident that next carefully interwoven mixture of
and serious techniques, the
y e a r ’s plans a re m ore comic
reasonable. In any case, he conflicts and temptations facing
youth
asserts, Lawrence has yet to modern
“To Be A Crook” will be shown
encounter the financial crisis that
Monday, May 19, at 7:30 in
so many colleges have been Youngchild
161 Admission is 75c.
suffering.

The movie
is a crime
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Lcttcnpcp’s Club Hopors

îtobby Beamjaij

Kobby Bearm an’s name has been synonymous with
I^awrence soccer for the last four years. His leadership has
helped the soccer team compile an excellent 20-5-5 record during
those seasons More significantly, Bearman was instrumental
in establishing soccer as a varsity sport for the first time in
Lawrence’s history He received the Leadership Award this fall
a symbol of the respect and appreciation the soccer team and
coach have for his efforts He has also served as captain for the
last two years
Hobby cam e to Lawrence with an excellent high school
background. He was an All I-eague performer in football, soc
cer. and track Hobby was a member of a state record-setting
880 relay team his senior year. He chose Lawrence for its
academic excellence and the many opportunities he would have
to continue in athletics.
Robby hardly restricted his involvement in Lawrence to
athletics He was recently elected to Phi Beta Kappa, was a DJ
for WLFM, directed the high school Russian program, and is a
teaching assistant for the Slavic Department Robby will utilize
all of these experiences in a unique graduate urogram He will
attend the University of Michigan in a combined Russian.
Eastern European Studies, and Business Administration
m asters curricullum. Given the leadership qualities and
academic proficiency that Robby has demonstrated at
Lawrence, success should clearly be in his future.

Sponsored by L-CIub

A Review by Frances Meyers Bullís

The L aw ren ce U niversity
production of Fathers and Sons
contains some of the finest acting
to appear on a Lawrence stage in
many years. This is obviously
due to the skill of Richard
France, director, as well as to the
talent of his actors. John Hefti as
B azarov, B elm ore Brown as
Arkasha, Mona Slender as Anna
Sergyevna and John Vlossak as
Pavel Petrovitch are particularly
competent and assured, but to do
justice to everyone the entire cast
would have to be listed.
The greyish set with its weird
angles and forms is very flexible
and adapts extremely well to the
almost innumerable scenes, from
forest to ballroom, that the script
requires. The music, composed
and conducted by Carl Ham
mond, is quite good and aids
somewhat in bridging the too
obvious gaps betw een the
m ultitudinous scenes. The
lighting by Dean Kwasny, ’77,
and costum ing, by R achel
Franee, contribute subtly and
professionally to the play.
The major weakness of this
production lies with the script.
Mr. France’s adaptation moves
not nearly so far from Turgenev
as his ad v an c e publicity
suggested it would. His Bazarov
is less best'al than Turgenev’s
and his women are more ob
viously wanton; but the 16 scenes
of the play include all of the
novel’s primary events and much
of the dialogue is lifted straight
from the original text (Constance
Garnett translation). The result
is an occasioally tedious
melodrama that is not half as
dram atic as the novel.
In an attempt to enliven the
production Mr France has in
troduced several visual symbols
and effects. He has borrowed a
Seventh Seal death march from
Bergman, a (ienet minuet a la
The Blacks, a cigar lighting
scene between Nikolai Petrovitch
and Companion (Death) from
Bride of Frankenstein, and has
even included the dated dram atic
technique of using dancing to
represent sexual encounters. The
effects fail and only serve to
recall their predecessors because
they are so obviously forced on

top of the production and are not
an integral part of it. The attempt
to enliven the production by
co unterpointing the static
dialogue with dramatic activity
is certainly a good one, but in the
play’s present form the visual
activity on one side of the stage
totally obscures the dialogue on
the other side. As a result the
average audience member who is
unfamiliar with the novel finds
himself at intermission com
pletely mystified as to what is
going on.
The play’s most successful
innovation is the Companion, a
role that is excellently handled by
Eric Dancy. Unfortunately much
of the use made of this character
is only too clearly to keep bodies
moving on stage; Fenitchka’s
flirting with Death in Act I, scene
3, is a good example of such
u nn ecessary and d istractin g
m ovem ent. The inclusion of
obvious burlesque techniques
such as Ms. Stender’s castration
gesture with hedge clippers or
the hokey, phony gun bit in the
dueling scene m ake the
production ludicrous rather than
adding any particular interest
The changing of the role of
Bazarov’s parents to two ghouls
awaiting his “homecoming” is
also not too successful
In its present form Fathers and
Sons has two non -integrable p a rts:
1) Turgenev’s narrative, sum
m a riz ed but not d rastica lly
adapted, and 2) a variety of
techniques designed to vivify the
“ s ta ti c ” developm ent of the
novel. The basic idea of com
bining them seems like a sound
one, but it doesn’t work in this
production Mr F rance’s flexible
use of the proscenium stage is
admirable, but the tone of the
production is always disjunctive.
Films such as Shoot the Piano
Player, Itonnie and Clyde and
Little Big Man are examples of
productions in which tone can
move from burlesque to
seriousness effectively. Mr.
France seems to seek a similar
transition on stage, but his a t
tempts are suffocated by his
script’s adherence to Turgenev’s
dialogue, scenes and basic
structure..
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MARSHA HATCH WAITS anxiously to see a doctor. (Photo by
Jim Rand.)
EDITORIAL COMMENT:

Health Center

The Health Center, like Downer, the library and Lawrence
architecture has always been a favorite subject of com 
plaints. The facilities and services offered are actually very
good. Some of these services are unfortunately being lost next
year due to the economic conditions. We hope that in better
times, Lawrence will again provide them.
But even with the changes projected for the health ser
vices, students will be provided with relatively comprehensive
health care. The problem that does exist, however has to do
with the personnel and their “bedside m anners.” There is very
little question as to the competence of the doctors. But the
treatm ent received by far too many students has been callous
and inconsiderate.
The doctors who work at the health center do so for a
fraction of their regular fees as a public service, for which we
should be grateful. But this does not in any way mean that
students should be treated as subhumans. If a doctor agrees to
work a the health center, he-she should intend to treat each
student as a regular patient, not as an animal needing only
minimal consideration.
While most of Law rence’s doctors have been cited as
guilty of this, there is one who appears to exceed the others in
offensive attitude towards the students: Dr. Dungar, the
gynecologist. His profession requires more consideration of
his patients, yet he is guilty not only of lack of concern for the
mental welfare of the women he treats, but also of attacking
them on moral grounds.
Dungar is morally opposed to all forms of “sexual
freedom” and of birth control. He also views Lawrence
students as guilty of complete sexual abandon and moral in
difference to the sanctity of life as it relates to birth control.
But what is unacceptable is not his misconception of
Lawrentians, but his prostelytizing’ and accusing women who
go to see him. His brusque and accusing questions of in
dividuals’ sexual activities show an inexcusable insensitivity
to their privacy. He often fails to explain the medical nature of
his very personal questions. Then he proceeds to lecture.
His moral position is his private affair, not his business.
His business is to be a doctor. He should keep his opinions to
himself in a professional situation. In his office he can ad
monish women for carelessness but not for immorality. Ethics
of that nature have no place in medicine.
When Dungar cam e to Lawrence, he knew Lawrentians
would be sexually freer than the Appleton community. He
should either not have accepted it as his public service
responsibility, or accepted the state of things. His having
failed to do either should have put the University in the
position of requiring his replacement. But it hasn’t done
anything about him. This is a problem that should have not
have been ignored in the past and should not be ignored now.
Dean Pillinger’s recommendation that no specialized
gynecological services be offered at Lawrence gets rid of
Dungar but does not provide the necessary medical service
Lawrence women need According to Dungar, the need for
specialized service for women at the Health Center has in fact
increased in the last few years.
Let’s find another gynecologist, one who treats and doesn’t
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discussion of the gynecological
area of health service.
Colliding with the hu rried
a tm o sp h e re an d p a te rn a listic
demeanor of the service are the
perceptions of patients. Rumor
and misinterpretation of fact
have evolved prejudgements and
ex p ecta tio n s
within
the
Lawrence community which has
worsened the problems already
existing in the health services.
Part of the blame for this
phenomena lies solely with the
service’s own inability to spread
more health information within
the Lawrence community, but
the community itself has made
few attem pts to initiate or im 
prove the dialogue that should
exist. (See poll.)
The state of health service at
Lawrence is ham pered further by
budgetary difficulties. For the
1974-75 school year the center’s
budget was $76,000, the break
down being $53,000 for doctors
stipends and nurses salaries,
$13,000 for subsidation of the
accident segments of student
in su ran c e policies an d the
balance going for supplies. The
1975-76 school year will see this
overall allocation drop to $43,000.
The rationale of such drastic cuts
was that austerity could be more
easily realized in health services
than in academ ic or other student
services.
The loss of $32,000 had placed
severe strains on the health
center and has taken up much of
the center’s administrative time.
into gynecology as well.
Today the health service is While a total phase out of health
comprised of fine doctors and a services at Lawrence had been
24-hour nursing staff. E ach discussed by the A nalytical
doctor acts in a general capacity Studies and Five-year Planning
during one or two mornings a
week, and in his area of specialty
one afternoon a week. These
special areas are, psychology,
orthopedics and gynecology The
doctors rotate for a general duty
shift on Saturday mornings.
All the doctors have links to the
general Appleton m edical
community, either via Doctor’s
Park (a large medical center
north of Appleton) or St.
Elizabeth’s Hospital. This link
provides them with the
flexability of treating students at
their private offices if the health
center hours are inconvenient.
Dr Keane (the present head of
the health ce n ter and
psychologist) further utilizes this
arrangement
for providing group
The post-war era saw the slow therapy opportunities
to co m m itte e s, such a discon
expansion of health facilities. students. This procedure is ex
tinuance has been ruled out at
Two more nurses were added tremely
as usually there present. Charles Lauter, dean of
during the fifties, and after the are not useful
sufficient numbers of student affairs, and Keane have
present health center was built in students requiring
group therapy been exploring various methods
the ea rly sixties, specialists
campus to form a viable to reduce health center costs
joined the staff. In the fall of 1972 on
group, thus they are brought into while not cu rta ilin g service.
the health center was named existing
Although still fluid, several
after Landis. In 1974 he ended his practice. groups in private proposals
have been seriously
48 year career as head of the
However, problems do arise considered:
health ce n ter, though still from
linkages to the Appleton
1. The transference or raising
remaining on the staff.
com
m
unity. The logistics of of student health fees. This in
I^andis left an indelible imprint traveling
private practice volves the charging for certain
on the present health facilities. to and fromfrom
the center resulted in medicines and for services over
His long years of dedication doctors being
late for campus some minimal level (partially
became a model and guideline for appointments and,
times, a adopted in early April).
hiring personnel. L an d is’ hurried atmosphere at
during such
2. The shortening of Doctor’s
p rim a ry
req u ire m en t
in appointments. One ramification
recruiting staff was that doctors of this hurried atmosphere may duty hours and nursing hours.
One main problem is the viability
nurses be interested in
the frustration of the doctor- of maintaining adequate hospital
college studen ts and college be
patient rapport which usually bed facilities without 24-hour
work.
develops
with the family doctor. nursing service.
This concept w as further
rapport, or lack thereof,
3. The curtailm ent of the a c 
amplified in I^andis’ activity as This
had especially been noted in cident insurance subsidy.
4. R e fe rrin g stu d en ts with
illnesses to “fam ily” physicians
Presented by the Career Center
or local hospitals.
Whatever is finally decided, the
emphasis of the budgetary cuts
will be on making quantitative
cu tb ack s as opposed to
qualitative ones.
The outcome of the budget
decisions and other controversies
promise to have wide-ranging
effects on the future of health
service at Lawrence. Most of
these effects will be felt in the
s tru c tu ra l a r e a . W hat is of
crucial importance for the future
is to see that more investigation
is done in the perceptual area.

Editor’s note:
This special section is devoted
to one of the most controversial
areas of concern in the Lawrence
community - the Health Service.
There were numerous difficulties
in obtaining information and in
in te rp re tin g
the
diverse
assessments of the Health Ser
vice at Lawrence.
The Landis Health Center has
been the focal point of a
gathering storm of controversy
within the Lawrence community.
Financially, the Center is faced
with a budget cut of $32,000. On
the Lawrence campus it is facing
attem pts to consolidate opinion
critical to certain aspects of
health services. Throughout the
web of controversy one factor
stands out - that of a growing
perceptual gap between those
who provide health service and
those who are served. This gap
has allowed misinformation and
misconception to build within
both groups resulting in the
decline of any sort of dialogue.
The evolution of health services
at Lawrence provides some of the
reasons for the present con
tro v e rs y . Before 1926 health
facilities consisted of one nurse
and a few beds in Ormsby. In 1926
Dr. Wriston, then president of
Lawrence, hired Dr. Landis to
expand the facilities. This action
was to begin two trends in the
health service; close ties to the
University president, and the
domination of health service
policy and developm ent by
Landis.
The first formal health center
was a small residence house on
the banks of the Fox River. Three
to four beds were on the ground
floor for male students, while the
second floor held several beds for
women. Joined by Dr. Lescher
and one nurse, the health service
remained on this plateau through
the second world war.

team physician for the various
Lawrence sports, where he still
personally provides health
service. The result of Landis’
dedication has been a legacy of
maintaining the kind of medical
attitude and loyalty lost long ago
in most medical facilities, a
paternalistic concern for the
well-being of patients.
Tragically, the same legacy
which provided the present
qualities in the health service
(Landis and the staff are ex
ceptionally and justifiably proud
of its nursing, for instance) also
sowed the seeds for present
discontent. One area where this
mixture occurred was that of
women’s health services. Until
the presidency of Curtis Tarr,
Landis had handled gynecology
along with other special fields.
Besides simply providing this
service, Landis would conduct a
series of 12 lectures on sex
education to the “girls” ; this
building paternalistic concern

Women s services

Discontent with health services
provided for women at the Health
Center is a problem that has been
around for some time. Of those
people who answered the LUCC
poll concerned with the I^andis
^Health Center, 71 percent feel
that the health care available to
women is inadequate.
A major complaint among
students is Dr. Charles Dungar,
the gynecologist at the infirmary.
Student’s have said that he is
"rude and humiliating.” One
woman said ‘‘he was treating me
like I was really dirty,” and
an o th er w rote that he was
“ rough, m o ralistic and ob
noxious.”
Barbara Pillinger, dean of
w om en, says that she has
received ‘‘several documented
complaints” of “unsought ‘lec
tures,’ lack of information or
explanation, physical roughness,
v erbal a b u s e .” She fu rth er
acknowledges the existence of a
g e n eral d istru st of the
gynecologist among women on
cam p u s and feels that this
distrust warrants the elimination
of the gynecological specilization
provided, as one of the budget
cuts projected for next year.
THIS PICTURE is to prove that the Health Center does have Charles Lauter, dean of student
an X-ray machine. The picture that proves it works was over affairs, says that the problem is
staffing the center because the
exposed by the X-rays. (Photo by Dave Davenport.)

Health Survey

During the week of April 21-25
the Polling and Election Com
mittee of LUCC conducted a poll
of studen t opinion reg a rd in g
health service at Lawrence. The
poll was broken into two sections,
one for general assessments of
health service, the other
specifically p e rta in in g to
w o m en ’s
services.
119
questionnaires were returned.
GENERAL
1. Do you feel the infirmary
serves your needs and the needs
of the student body?
Yes 37 percent No 58 percent
No answer 5 percent
Although a majority feel the
in firm a ry is inadequ ate, the
percentages are not as lopsided
as might be expected given
recent criticisms of the health
service.
2. H ave the doctors
misdiagnosed or mistreated you?
Yes 29.7 percent No 60.2 per
cent No answer 11 percent
The number of yes responses is
exceptionally high for a health
facility, though still far from a
majority.
3. Do you consider the doctors,
as a whole, competent?
Yes 51.3 percent No 28.6 per
cent No answer 20.1 percent
The “no” responses correlate
closely to the “yes” responses in
number 2. The high rate of “ no
answ er” probably reflects people
feeling unqualified to assess the
entire staff.
4. Do you feel that the services

av ailab le to w om en a re
WOMEN S SERVICES
adequate?
1. Have you seen the
Yes 6.72 percent No 71.43 gynoeologist for any health care?
percent No answer 21.85 percent Yes 32.05 percent No 46.15
The overwhelming majority of percent No answer 21.8 percent
responses, even among those who 2. Was the service satisfac
were favorable of the health tory?
center in earlier responses, feel Yes 9 percent No 28.2 percent
services are inadequate. The No answer 62.8 percent
high number of “no answ ers” is 3. Did you file a complaint?
assumed to be the result of men
Yes 1.3 percent No 23.1 percent
answering the questionnaire.
No answer 75.6 percent
5. Do you want birth control Part of the issue pointed to in
d istrib u ted through the in the lead article is that of a break
down in the dialogue needed to
firmary?
Yes 78.15 percent No 15.13 solve problems. The low number
percent No answer 6.72 percent of complaints versus the number
The responses closely match who feel that they had been
those of number 4. The “ no” m is tre a te d helps show that
responses ste m m e d from a feedback is sparse at best
4. As a freshman were you told
number of reasons ranging from
personal ideology to Wisconsin of the bad reputatation of the
statues. The low “ no answ er” gynoeologist by your counselor?
Yes 44.8 percent No 37.18
response shows that many of the
men who skipped number 4 did percent No answer 17.95 percent
5. Do you feel that the
have firm ideas pertaining to
number 5. The opinion expressed av ailab ility of the services
by the Health Center staff that it provided by Planned Parenthood
would not be fair to ask students w arrant the lack of services (i.e.
to pay for something that men birth control, abortion, referral,
especially could not utilize is etc.) available through the in
refuted here, in that many men firmary?
Yes 18 percent No 44 percent
express a desire for this service
No answer 33 percent
to be offered.

Btereo components anò otijer stuff .
aaue up to 50%
bial x3DB. ask for rabbi
tuts. - tburs. 9-12 p.m.
sat. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m., eun. 1-4 p.m.

-MYRON, Gore Vidal $1.75
The most outrageous book of the year by the author of Myra
Breckinridge.
-THE NATURALIST, ( lark Collins & Collins $2.95
A Nature-Art-How-To-Book of botanical art.
-TEACHER & CHILD, Dr. Haim G. Ginott $1.75
A book for parents and teacher - communication is the key.
-DARE TO BE GREAT, MS. CAUCUS, G.B. Trudeau $1.95
A Doonesburg book for the young of heart.
-REALITY THERAPY, William Glasser M. I). $2.95
A new approach to psychiatry, all new challenging ideas.
-WHATEVER BECAME OF SIN? Karl Menninger, M I). 3.95
A peppery happily controversial new book A look at the
totality of m an’s condition

gynecologists in town are all so
busy.
Dr Keith Keane, director of the
Landis Health Center, however,
says that such complaints are
common and can be expected. He
goes on to say that Lawrence
students are two-faced; “ they’re
right in there with most of their
peer group in term s of sexual
freedo m , sexual rights, in
dividual freedom , individual
rights, but when they get into
some difficulty they want ultrconfidentiality.”
Dungar’s response to these
complaints was to deny any
claim of physical abuse and went
on to say, “you cannot go through
any p ra c tic e w ithout these
problems.” He said that the
co m plain ts
would
arise
anywhere.
In short, according to the staff
at the health center the problem
lies in the students with their
conflicting values. To the
L aw ren ce a d m in istra tio n and
m any stu d en ts, though, the
problem lies in the doctors.
A nother m a jo r com plaint
against the center, is that it will
not dispense birth control. 78
percent of the students who voted
in the LUCC poll, wanted birth
control distributed through the
health center. Pillinger claims
that the policy a g ain st the
dissemination of birth control is
not an institutional attitude but
ra th e r the d o c to r’s personal
viewpoint that it is not a function
of a university center.
Dungar gave many reasons for
not prescribing birth control He
thinks it unreasonable to ask the
university to support financially
what is “ a right, not a medical
necessity.”
His personal reason is a moral
one. “I do believe in family life as
the core, for that reason I will
not fit or prescribe to students
here.” He feels that if he would
dispense methods of birth con
trol, he would be condoning
liberal sexual attitudes which are
abhorrent to him. “ You have no
right to impose this on me when I
do not prescribí* to a sexually free
society.” He concluded by saying
that if students want to have
“ parties and smoke dope, eat
pizza and have sex,” they must
get their birth control methods
somewhere else.
A solution to these problems
does not a p p e a r to befor-
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thcoming Dungar claims that
Pillinger “shows a total lack of
understanding of the needs of the
girls here,” when she suggests a
cut of the gynecological
sp ecializatio n. “ W e’re seeing
m ore gynecological problem s
this year than any other.”
If no other gynecologists are
available, the complaints against
Dungar will continue to abound
on campus. He asserted that he
will quit if told by the ad
ministration to dispense birth
control The only alternative at
this point, for those women
seeking health care, “ without
hassles about morality” , or birth
control, is to utilize the services
provided by Planned Parenthood

Did you know?

The response to the question
“what services do you feel are
needl'd on campus that are not
available at the infirm ary?”
revealed that many students
have misconceptions about
the services available at the
c e n ter. Most people who
a n sw ered this question,
requested the dissemination of
birth control, which, of course,
is not av ailab le . M any,
however, asked that venereal
disease testing and treatment
be provided at the center.
Such services are already
av ailab le , although the
p a tie n t’s n am e will be
reported to the County Health
department. Treatment from
a private doctor does not in
volve this hassle. Several
indicated a desire for a pap
sm ear service. This is also
presently available. A few
expressed concern over the
an tiquity of the X-ray
machine. The availability of
any machine at all is unusual,
especially for such a small
school and contrary to what
many believe, it does work.
The center provides a referral
service for those specialists
not provided at the center The
students expressing a desire
for a dentist or optometrist
can call the center for a
re fe rra l.
All
serv ice s
available at the center are
free (paid for at the beginning
of the year) and a nurse is
available twenty-four hours a
day.
‘V

DEPENDABLE MARRIED COUPLE NEED SUMMER I
HOUSING (June, July and August ). Call 739-3663 until 5
p.m. or 733-2291 evenings after 7:30 p.m.
!
/

V

If you’re interested in a really low cost
Flight to Europe, Africa, Asia and Beyond
Call 608-222-5642 or write,
Wisconsin Academic Airline Service
802 W . Broadway, Madison. Wis. 53713

With Hopes And Cares And Dreams ,
In Green Pastures By The Sea ,
Lie The Beautiful Girl And Me,
Of Peace And Tranquility.
— J.T. Cooper
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HARRY KISKER, FINALLY DRY after
his ordeal at the dunking booth, sets out to
enjoy the day. (Photo by Craig Gagnon.)

“ WHAT ARK YOU LAUGHING AT? I don’t think it’s so
funny! (Photo by Nancy Gazzola.)

A P E R F E C T SCENE for a sa u ie? (Photo
by Bertrand Goldgar.)

TONY NEW ALL APPROVES of the pitch
at the dunking booth. (Photo by Nancy
Gazzola.)

LAST SUNDAY, THE PHI DELTA fraternity showed middle-aged residents of the
Outagamie County Health Center a good time. Pictured are Mike Green and Robin
Campbell with three friends. (Photo by Craig Gagnon.)

( HER ZIMMERMAN AND PETER WATT do a maypole dance around the baloons as ex
editor Paul Donnelly looks on increduously. (Photo by Nancy Gazzola.)
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Golfers win
at UW-GB

Tennis team wins
some, loses some

The Lawrence tennis team
travelled to Green Bay Sunday to
play UW—Green Bay. The netters had an easy time with the
Phoenix, beating them by 9-0.
Moving up to the number one
position was Kevin Khoades who
easily defeated his opponent 6-2;
6-2. Jack Anderson, Bob Lieb
man, and Gary Kolker, playing at
the number two, four, and six
positions respectively, defeated
their opponents by 6-0; 6-0.
Number three John Chandler and
Number five, Dave Toguchi, won
by 6-0; 6-1. The doubles teams of
Anderson-Rhoades, ChandlerToguchi and Liebman Kolker all
won easily. The highlight of the
trip was passing world-famous
Lambeau Field on Lombardi
Avenue. This undoubtedly in
spired the netters to victory.
The afternoon match with Fox
Cities Racquet Club was a dif
ferent story, however. Playing a
team they had never beaten, the
l^awrence team hoped for an
upset. Unfortunately the netters
were defeated 7-2. Winners from
Lawrence were Anderson at the
number two singles and Liebman
at the number four singles.
Anderson defeated Fox Cities pro
Mark Meadows 6-0; 6-4, while
Liebman got by scrappy Buddy
Vescio 7-6; 6-2. Kevin Rhoades
was
defeated at the number one
C APTAIN BLAINE LEWIS RUNS to home base in the final singles
by one of the top senior

by Edeltrout Spitz meiski
and Ileimerdingel Etieus
Having fought poor weather the
entire spring, the Vike golfers
ended their regular season play
last Friday with an impressive
round against the University of
W isconsin-G reen Bay. U nder
ideal w e a th e r conditions,
Lawrence was led by sophomore
Pete Johnson’s one over par 73,
his best round as a Vike golfer.
Following P e te was senior
Captain Tom Meyers, who fired a
78, his best this year. Dennis
Davis, 83; Gene Wright, 85; and
Larry Smith, 85; rounded out the
Vikes impressive 404 total.
Green Bay was led by Hans
Ecker, who shot a 78, the Phoenix
top five scored a total of 409, five
shots behind the Vikes.
The Vike Linksters used this
final match as a tune-up for this
weekend’s Conference Golf meet
in Monmouth, Illinois With each
player’s gam e now refined, the
Vikes are optimistic for this
match to, begin.
Monmouth is heavily favored to
win the match, so the Vikes will
have to keep up last week’s
scoring in order to topple the
game of the season. (Photo by Bill Eggbeer.)
Southern Giant.

SEMINARS ON SURVIVAL
The Things You Need to Know to Live

A special series for seniors (or anyone else) about the nitty • gritty things in life no one ever told
you about: your credit rating, applying for loans, taxes, leases and landlord-tenant obligations,

players in the Midwest, Don
Vaught, 7-5; 7-5. John Chandler
played well, though he lost 6-0; 36; 6-2 to Leigh Ford, former
number one player for UWOshkosh and twice NA1A quarterfinalist.
Dave Toguchi lost to Lawrence
professor Allen West 6-0; 7-5 at
the number five singles, and
number six player Gary Kolker
lost to Kip Whitlinger, whose
brother John is NCAA champ at
Stanford, 6-4; 6-4.
The doubles were all won by
Fox Cities Anderson-Rhoades
lost 6-4; 3-6; 7-5. Chandler Toguchi were trounced 6-2; 6-2;
and Liebman Kolker bowed 6-3;
6-4.
Matches were also played by
the number seven-fifteen players
against Fox Cities. The junior
netters were beaten by the ex
perienced Fox Cities crew 11-1.
The lone winner for I^awrence
was Brooke Schefrin at the
num ber ten singles. The
Whitefish Bay native cam e from
behind to defeat Bartwell, 0-6; 6i i. 4
The team now has a very
re sp e c ta b le 5-5 reco rd afte r
playing one of its toughest
schedules ever. Next Friday and
Saturday the netters try for the
conference crown at Monmouth

Trackmen
optimistic
bv Edeltrout Speizmeiski
and lleim rrdingrl Etieus
Coach G ene D avis of the
L aw ren ce U niversity T rack
squad will have a strong
delegation in the field events in
the 1975 Midwest Conference
track meet this weekend.
Vikes to look out for are Ron
Wopat shot and discus, Scott
Propson shot and discus, Steve
Lemons and John Davis javelin
Both Dave Rosene and Shawn
Woods in the pole vault. Other top
Viking contenders include Gary
Nickasch, hurdler; Gary Khols,
miler; Jay LaJone, half miler;
and Dave Foss in the triple jump
Coach Davis is confident that if
the Viking squad lives up to its
potential g rea t things could
happen. The Lawrence Track
men led by tri-captains Bill
Wells, hurdler; Jay LaJone, half miler; and Steve lem ons, field
events; could well turn out one of
the most impressive seasons in
years.

insurance and what it can or can’t do for you, savings plans, personal finance, and more.

NUMBER FOUR
Your Credit Rating: And How It Got That Way
Mrs. Mary Nussbaum. Credit Bureau of Appleton

4:30 pjn.
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ENROLL NOW
FOR SEPTEMBER.
LEWIS UNIVERSITY S
COLLEGE OF LAW
• Applicants are individually
reviewed with a 4 week Pre I aw
500 learning/test LSAT
alternative
• Inter-disciplinary
curriculum -challenging track
programs — begin the first year
• T h e Lewis approach to legal
education guides you to your
future as a competent
humanistic attorney
• Our 120 acre suburban
campus offers a unique learning
environment, close-hy a major
m etropolitan area

L E W IS U N IV E R S IT Y —
T O M O R R O W S LAW
SCHO O L TO DAY.
For a p p lic a tio n wnfe or c a ll
Rt
R o o s e v e lt R d
G le n E llyn . Ill

53 &

60137
(312)850 7200
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Campus Notes
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Travelers
Fiji Carwash
G e n eral inform atio n on
Phi G am m a Delta will sponsor
a carw ash Saturday from 10:30 - domestic and international travel
2:30 Saturday in front of the Fiji is available from Jeanne Tissier,
House. Proceeds will go to the ext. 654.
D eputy S h e riff’s F un d for
Sum mer Jobs Abroad
Retarded Children.
Information on sum m er job
opportunities and careers abroad
Caps and Gowns
Seniors! Don’t forget to order is available from Harry Kisker,
your caps and gowns before May ext. 250.
31. Save yourself that $2.00
Union Rentals
service charge.
Outing and film equipment
may be rented from Lee Good
man in the basement of the Union
Viking Room Fun
Next Wednesday the Viking Monday-Friday from 4:40-5:45.
Room will open its doors at 7:30
for a special night of fun and
Cheerleaders
frolic. Laurel and Hardy movies
Anyone interested in helping
will lead off the fun with prizes to
be aw arded and raffled off all form a cheerleading squad for
night. At 10:00 p.m. it’ll only cost next y e a r’s sports teams please
75 cents for a pitcher of Pabst contact Chris Siewert, ext. 321 or
with a glass of Milwaukee’s finest Janet Aronberg, ext. 359 as soon
going a t 15 cents until 11 p.m. AH as possible. We will be holding a
other beers will rem ain at their meeting soon. Show some Larry
U Spirit.
regular prices.
So come on down and have a
Events Scheduling: ’7 5 -’76
good time on Pabst, enjoy the
A meeting will be held Tuesday
movies and escape the drag of
academ ia for at least one night. at 4:14 p.m. in the Public
Relations office for those in
terested in scheduling events for
Pictures, Please
the ’75 - ’76 school year.
I am trying to gather a Representatives of organizations
collection of photographs from or individuals should attend this
C E L E B R A T E ! I would a p  inform al m e etin g or co n tact
preciate it if anyone who took Kevin Fenner, ext. 271 regarding
pictures on Sunday would let me scheduling of events.
look through them. Contact Susie
Medak 733-1642.

I 2621 N ONEIDA 739-312!■

ADULT

C O M ED Y!

Foreign Student Discussion
In honor and celebration of
In tern a tio n al W om en’s Week
Downer Council has invited the
foreign students on campus to
m e et in the D owner Room
Monday at 7:30. The topic of
discussion will be ‘T he Role of
Women from an International
Viewpoint.” Refreshments will
be served. Everyone is invited.
Hull-Session
W ant a really good bullsession? Come to the Monday
Philosophy Club Meeting in Main
Hall 119 at 7:30 p.m. to discuss a
brief paper by Jane Johnson, ’75.
Copies of the paper, “A Criticism
of U nger’s A Defense of Skep
ticism’ ” are now available
outside Main Hall 401. All are
welcome.
Off-Campus Loan Policy
A meeting will be held for all
students not expecting to return
to Lawrence for the 1975-76
academic year who have ob
tained educational loans while at
I^awrence. Sessions will allow for
review of terms and conditions of
the educational loan and policy
regulations regarding possible
deferment or cancellation of the
loan. Also, there will be an op
portun ity to ask individual
questions a fte r the g eneral
session with Mr. Wes Evans and
Mr. David Busse, Director of
Financial Aid Two sessions will
be held in Main Hall Sunday at
1:30 p.m. or Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.

Wolf River Canoeing
Spend an enjoyable day
bouncing up and down on the Woll
River. Co-op canoe trip leaves
Saturday at 8 p.m. from Plantz,
canoeing, camping, return m id
afternoon Sunday. The trip is
limited to 24 people, so sign up
now at Plantz desk.
Sunrise breakfast! Ride your
bike to Plaam an Park early
(6:30) Sunday morning from
Plantz and return about 10:30
a.m. Cost is only $1.00 . .. sign up
at Plantz desk. Call Jenny Ester
or Cher Zimmerman at ext. 321
for more information. The trip is
limited to 12 people so please sign
up today.

M onday, the In tern a tio n al
Film Series presents the French
film : To Be a Crook. Showtime is
7:30 in Youngchild 161. Cost is
only 75c.
Tuesday, CO-OP and AAA will
present the film: Malcolm X:
S trugg le for F reed o m in
Youngchild 161. The cost is only
50c. Proceeds go to the Black
Scholarship Fund.
Tuesday and Thursday, Co-op
will present a course in Cardio
pulm onary Recessitation (CPR)
in Riverview Lounge. The course
will be taught by Mr. Stan

WHAT: “ A Jehovah’s Witness”
WHERE: Student Union
WHY: Answer Bible Questions
WHEN: Thursday, May 22, 4:00 p.m.

M eat G to rg t,
An E x tra -O rd in a ry
an d P opular H a ir

Nyberg, an advanced emergency
medical technician. The course
will include both mouth to mouth
recessitation and external heart
massage. Upon completion of this
course, participants will receive
C PR c e rtific a te s from the
American Heart Association. For
more info on this free course, call
Kyran Dowling at ext. 331 or
Gene Peterson at ext. 381.

Hot Rats

by The Bros
For those of you who w eren’t
too burned out to rem em ber the
SigEp Foosball, Brats, Burgers,
and Beer party last spring—it
was voted by the Eclectic Ac
tivities Club as ‘‘Great! ” Thanks
to an SEC subsidy, we are able to
bring you WIN burgers and brats
at 15c and beer at only 10c again
this year. Everything gets under
way in the quad at 11:00 a.m. on
what promises to be a sunshiny
Saturday.
Due to a lack of foosball tables,
however, the tournament this
year is a Tug-of-war with prizes
to be aw arded. Teams are limited
to 1000 lbs. and the RegistrationWeighln will be at 1:30 p.m.
Other activities with the Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval,
such as frisbee, volleyball,
munching, and drinking will add
to the Festivities—a s well as any
of your unwholesome American
activities which we are not
allowed to sponsor. So, a great
time is guaranteed for all!

Dresser All the Ladies

i

W a n t . . . His Talents

r

A re W e ll Know n —

iI

warren beatty

juin* <hrislie - ijoldic hawn

.

C a r e e r : O p e r a S in g e r

!»•«■ grant jack warden tony bill

o r D is c J o c k e y o r P i l o t
7:1 5 & 9:1 5

Academy Award Winner!
BEST ACTRESS of the Year
ELLEN BURSTYN
Alice has a 1 2-year-old kid.
She hasn’t got a job and she’s on her own.
How come she has such a good time?

ELLEN BURSTYN
KRIS KRIS1DFFERSON ÆJCE

DOESNT UVE HERE
ANYMORE

A M o v e fo r E v o ry o n o
W h o I v o r D r o a m o d o f o S o c o n d C h an c o

or C a b a re t O w n e r
Mr. Ronald Bermingham, bass-baritone with the Canadian National
Opera Company, and former disc jockey, pilot, and cabaret owner will
share his experiences in the performing arts with any interested
Lawrentians. Mr. Bermingham is a 1965 graduate of Colgate Univer
sity, and has performed with the Central City Colorado Opera Company
and the Vancouver Opera, in addition to his other career interests.
Have Sunday coffee with him at the Grill, and find out about
the realities of life as a performing artist.
PRESENTED BY THE CAREER CENTER

Sunday May 18 2:00
The Grill
Memorial Union
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